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Introduction. In the present paper II we prove existence theorems for weak

optimal solutions of nonparametric Lagrange problems with (or without)

unilateral constraints.

In paper I ([le] of the reference list) we considered arbitrary pairs x(0, «(f) of

vector functions, u(t) measurable with values in Em, x(t) absolutely continuous

with values in £„, and we discussed the existence of the absolute minimum of

the functional

I[x,u] =       fo(t,x(t),u(t))dt,

with side conditions represented by a differential system

dx/dt =f(t,x(t),u(t)),       ty^t = t2,

with constraints

(t,x(t))eA,       u(t)eU(t,x(t)),       ty.£t£t2,

and boundary conditions

(ty,x(ty),t2,x(t2))eB,

where A is a given closed subset of the ix-space Ey x £„, where B is a given

closed subset of the f1x1i2x2-space £2„+2, and where U(t,x) denotes a given

closed variable subset of the u-space E,„, depending on time t and space x. The

set A may coincide with the whole space Ey x Em, and U may be fixed and

coincide with the whole space Em.

In the present paper II we discuss the same problem for weak (or generalized)

solutions, introduced by R. V. Gamkrelidze [3] as measurable probability dis-

tributions of usual solutions (chattering states), and by L. C. Young [14], E. J.

McShane [5], J. Warga [12], and T. Wazewski [13] by analogous processes.

In the particular situation where U(t,x) is compact for every (t,x), we obtain
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weak solutions for Pontryagin's problems; in the particular situation where V is

fixed and coincides with the whole space, we obtain weak solutions for problems

which have essentially the same generality as usual Lagrange problems. Through-

out this paper we shall assume (7(i, x) to be any closed subset of £m.

In the present paper II we first discuss the question as to whether the infimum

of the (generalized) functional for generalized solutions is the same as the infimum

of the functional for usual solutions. Since here the control space l/(r,x) depends

on both t and x, and V is a closed (not necessarily compact) set, the question is

particularly difficult. A sufficient condition for equality is given. We then prove

existence theorems for the existence of generalized optimal solutions.

To simplify references we continue the numeration of sections of the previous

paper I. In referring to this paper we shall use I followed by section number.

In subsequent papers we shall extend some of the present results to multi-

dimensional Lagrange problems involving partial differential equations in Sobo-

lev's spaces with unilateral constraints.

14. Weak solutions. Instead of considering the usual cost functional, differential

equations, and constraints

/[x,m] =   f f0it,xit),uit))dt,

(1) dx/dt =f(t,x(t),u(t)),      f=ifi,-,f),

it,xit))eA,       «(i)6C/(i,x(0),

we shall consider a new cost functional, differential equations, and constraints

J(x,p,i;)= |   g0it,xit),pit),vit))dt,

(2) dx/dt = g(t,x(t),p(t),v(t)),       g = (gy,--,g„),

(t,x(t))eA,       v(t)eV(t,x(t)),       p(t)eY,

where

V

g0(t,x,p,v)= E Pjf0(t,x,u0)),
J = i

V

g(t, X, p, V) =    E   Pjf(t,X,UU)).
j = l

Precisely, v(t) = (w(1), •••,u(v)) represents a finite system of some v^n-l-1 functions

w(1)(f),—, «(v)(0> each «0) having its values in V, that is, uU)(t)eV(t,x(t))

ezz Em, j = l,»",v. Thus, we think of v = («(1), •■•,«(v)) as a vector variable whose

v components «(1),•••,«(v) are themselves vectors « with values in V(t,x). In

other words,
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v = (uw,-,uw),       uU)eU(t,x),       j = l,-,v,   or

(3)
veV(t,x) = [U(t,x)y = U X ■■■ X U c£mv,

where Uy is the product space of U by itself v-times, and thus F is a subset of

the Euclidean space £mv. In (2) p = (p y,--, pv) represents a probability distri-

bution. Hence, p = (Py,---,pv) is a point of the simplex T of the Euclidean space

£v defined by pJ = 0, pt + ■■■ + pv= 1. Finally, in (2), the new control variable

is (p,v) with values (p,v)eT x V(t,x) e £v+mv. In (2) g = (gy,—,g„), and all

go,gi,—,gn are defined by

V

(4) gi(t,x,p,v) =   E Pjfi(t,x,u(J)),       i = 0,1, ••-,«.
j' = i

As usual we shall require that the functions p(t), v(t), ty z% t zfLt2, ate measurable,

that x(t),ty ^t i% t2, is absolutely continuous, that the differential system (2)

is satisfied almost everywhere (a.e.), and that go(t,x(0> KO, v(0) 's L-integrable

together with all g¡, i = l,---,n. When needed, we shall require as usual that

x(0 satisfies boundary conditions of the type (ty,x(ty),t2,x(t2)) e B cz E2n+2

where B is a given closed subset of £2„ + 2.

We say that [p(t),v(t)] is a generalized strategy, that p(t) is a probability

distribution, and that x(0 is a generalized trajectory. We shall also say, for

the sake of brevity, that [x(t),p(t),v(t)] is a weak solution.

If we introduce, as usual, the auxiliary variable x° with initial value x0^) = 0

and the vector x = (x°,x) = (x^x1,•■•,x"), then instead of the usual system

dx/dt = / we shall consider the system

dx/dt = g(i,x(0,p(f),p(0),       g = (g0, g) = (g0,gi, —,gn),

and we have J[x,p,v] = x°(i2). Instead of the usual sets Q(t,x) =

f[t, x, U(t, x)] <= £„, and

Q(t,x) = f[t,x,U(t,x)] = [z = (z°,z)\z = f(t,x,u),ue U(t,x)]czEn + 1,

we shall now consider the sets

R(t,x) = g[t,x,Tx V(t,x)] = [z|z = git,x,p,v),(p,v)eTx V(t,x)] c£„,

Í?(í,x) = g[í,x,r x V(t,x)] = [z = (z°,z)\z=g(t,x,p,v),(p, v)eTx V(t,x)] <=En+l.

Since

R(t,x)= rz = (z°,z)|z=  E Pjf(t,x,uU)), per, uu)eV(t,x), j = l,---,v)

with v — n + 1, we see that R(t,x) is the convex hull of the set Q(t, x) in £„+1,

and hence R(t,x) is always convex. For weak solutions there is no reason, there-

fore, to consider sets analogous to the sets Q(t,x).

It is important to show that any (ordinary) strategy u(t) and corresponding
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(ordinary) trajectory x(i) (thus, satisfying (1)) can be interpreted as a generalized

trajectory, and this can be done by taking v(t) = (uu\t), j = l, —,v) defined

by uu\t) = u(t), pu\t) = 1/v, j = 1,—,v. Then relations (2) reduce to relations

(1), the trajectory is still x(0 and J[x,p,v] = I[x,«].

Instead of the usual set M we shall now consider the set N ezz £1+n + v+mv of all

(r,x,p,v) with (i,x)eA, peY, ve V(t,x). As usual, we shall assume that A is a

closed subset of EYxE„, and that f=(f0,fi,---,f„) is a continuous vector

function from M into E„+1.

Let fi be the class of all admissible pairs [x(i) = (x°, x), «(i)], and let fi* be

the class of all generalized systems [yit) = (y°, y), pit), vit)] satisfying corre-

sponding differential equations, constraints, and boundary conditions. As men-

tioned above, we have fi c fi*. If

i = Inf I[x, u],       j = Inf J[x, p, v] ,
n si*

then fi ezz fi* implies isZj.

It is a fairly general phenomenon that generalized trajectories yit) and cor-

responding values of J[y, p, v] = y°it2) of the cost functional J can be approached

by means of usual trajectories x(i) and corresponding values of the cost functional

I[x, u], so that i = j.

Property (P).   We shall say that property (P) holds provided j = i.

(i) (R. V. Gamkrelidze [3]). Under the hypotheses that A = £, x £„, that

V(t,x) depends on t only, that Vit) is compact for every t, that Vit) is an up-

per semicontinuous function of t, that/satisfies a Lipschitz condition, and that fi

is the class of all admissible pairs x(i), «(0, then property (P) holds.

In the present more general situation—A any closed set, Vit, x) depending

both on t and x, V(t,x) closed, Î7(i,x) satisfying condition ([/) — property (P)

is more difficult to prove, even under additional hypotheses. Actually, property

(P) is not valid in general as the following simple example shows.

Take m = 1, n = 2, V made up of only two points « = — 1 and u = I,

A = Ey xA0, where £t is the i-axis, and A0 is made up of the three sides of the

triangle of vertices (0,0), (1,1), (2,0) of the xy-plane £2, 7 = j"',*y |«|di, dif-

ferential system dx/dt = 1, dy/dt = u, and boundary conditions ty=0, x(0)

= y(0) = 0, x(t2) = 2, y(tf) = 0. Then fi is made up of only one element :

[x(0, yit), uit), 0 S t S 2] with x(i) = t, yit) = i, «(i) = 1 if 0 S t S 1,
x(0 = t, yit) = 2 — t, uit) = — 1 ¡f 1 < t *£ 2, and for this only element 1 = 1.

On the other hand, fi* contains other elements, in particular, [pt(t) = P2O) = L/2,

«(1)(0 = 1, «(2)(0=-l> x(0 = í, y(t) = 0, 0^i^2] for which .7 = 0. Thus

i = 1 and j = 0. Another example of an analogous situation has been given by

A. Plis, Trajectories and quasitrajectories of an orientor field, Bull. Acad. Polon.

Sei. 11 (1963), 369-370.

Nevertheless, we shall prove property (P) under a set of requirements which
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are all satisfied in most cases and which are easier to verify than property (P).

Our statement (iv of §15 below) contains statement (i) of R. V. Gamkrelidze

[3] as a particular case.

15. Sufficient conditions for property (P). We shall start with a few remarks on

properties (V) and (ß) for the sets R(t,x).

(i) If A is a compact subset of Ey X E„, if V(t, x) is a compact subset of Em

for every (t,x) in A, and V(t,x) is an upper semicontinuous function of (t,x)

in A, then (a) V(t, x) is also a compact subset of £mv for every (f, x) e A ; (b) V(t, x)

is an upper semicontinuous function of (i, x) in A ; (c) N is compact ; (d) R(t, x)

is a compact convex subset of E„ and R(t,x) is a compact convex set of En+1;

(e) R(t,x) and R(t,x) are upper semicontinuous functions of (i,x) in A.

Proof. The part concerning F is a corollary of (I, §4, (viii)). The part concerning

N is a corollary of (I, §4, (vii)). For the part concerning R and R we have only

to observe that R(t, x) [M(t, x)] is the set of all z = (zx, ■ ■ ■, z") [z = (z°, z ', • • •, z")]

with

(1) z=  2   Pjf(t,x,uij))\z=  I   pj(t,x,u^)\

where L,- ranges over all j = 1, —,v, where p¡ = 0, p, + ••• + pv = 1, the

v points fit,x,uU)) are all in ß(i,x) [ß(/,x)], and v £ n + 1. Thus, R[R]

is the convex hull of ß[ß]. Since ß is compact, also R[R] is compact. Since ß

and Q are known to be upper semicontinuous functions of (r,x), we deduce from

(I, §4, (viii)) that R and R have the same property.

(ii) If A is a closed subset of E¡ x E„, if t/(r,x) is a closed subset of Em for

every (f,x)e^4, and t7(f,x) satisfies condition (t/) in A, then (a) Vit,x) is also

a closed subset of £mv for every (/,x)e.4; (b) F(i,x) satisfies property (t/) in A;

(c) N is closed ; (d) i?(i, x) is a convex subset of £„ and Rit, x) is a convex subset

of £„+1.

Proof. The part concerning F is a corollary of (I, §4, (¡v)). The part concern-

ing N is a corollary of (I, §4, (ii)). For the part concerning R and R we have

only to repeat the convexity argument of the previous proof.

Remark. Under the conditions of (ii) the set P(i,x) does not necessarily

satisfy property (ß), actually R and R may not even be closed as the following

example shows. This example is the analogous of one of (I, §4, (C)). Take

m = n = 1, A = [-lStS I, OSxS I], let l/(i, x) be the fixed interval V

= [ueEy\0Su< + co] and /= (w + 1) -1- i. Then ß(i,x) = [ze£, | - t

< z S 1 — i] is a convex set, and P(r, x) = ß(r, x). Here ß(r, x) is not closed,

and hence R and ß satisfy neither property (17) nor property (ß). If we take

/o = 0, then the corresponding sets R = Q again are not closed nor satisfy properties

(17) or (ß).

Even the stronger hypothesis that A is compact, that / is continuous on M,

that I7(i,x) has property (ß) in A, and ß(i,x) is compact and convex for every
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(t,x)eA does no mply that Q(t,x) has property (Q) in A as we have seen in

I, §4, (C). Since again R = Q, we see that the same hypothesis does not imply that

R, or M, have property (6).

We shall now prove property (P) (statement (iv)) below. We need first to list

a number of requirements which are usually satisfied, and are fairly easy to verify

in any particular situation.

Property (pi). For every generalized element [x(t) = (x°, x), p(t), v(t),

ty^t^t2]e Q* and e > 0 there is another generalized element [y(t) = (y°, y),

q(t), w(t), t[ ^ t ^ r2] and a constant M > 0 (both depending on e and the given

element), such that the graph [(t,y(t)),t[ :£ t ^ f2] lies in the interior of A, (or

in the interior of A relatively to the slab t¡ :S t íS f2, xeE„), \w(t)\ 5Í M, and

y(t),t[^t^t'2, lies in the closed e-neighborhood of x(t),t1=t — t2, in the

p-metric, that is, p(y,'x) 5¡ e. In particular | J(y,q,w) — J(x,p,v)\ <; e.

We shall use this property in the proof of property (P). Indeed, after having

approached any given generalized element (x, p, v) by another generalized element

(y,q,w) as above we shall replace the latter by an usual admissible pair

[z(0, «(f), t'y s; t S t2] with I z(0 - KO | ^ I for ail t'y ̂  t ^ t2. It is now evident

that x(0 will not satisfy exactly the boundary conditions since we know only

that the end points [t\,z(t[)] and [f2,z(r2)]of z are at a distance = s + n from the

endpoints [í,,x(í1)], [í2,x(í2)] of x, these satisfying the boundary conditions

exactly since x belongs to Q*. We have to guarantee that this relaxation in the

boundary conditions will not essentially reduce the infimum i of I[x, u] in Í2.

Usually, this is the case.

Precisely, for any ô > 0 let us denote by Q3 the class of all admissible pairs

[x(0, u(t), ty S t ^ i2] whose endpoints [f^xí^)], [í2, x(f2)] are at a distance

i%ô from the endpoints [íí,y(f'i)], [f2,.y(í2)] °f some generalized system

[y(t) = (y°,y),p(t), v(t), t'y = t%^t'2]  of Q*.  Then  Qczñs.  Thus,  we  define

i" =   lim  Inf I[x,u],
a->o+nô

and obviously i" exists and i ^ j". Usually we have i = V. Besides, in particular

situations, the class £i5 can be restricted in various ways, so as to make this equality

easier to verify.

Property (p2).   For the given problem we have i = i'.

This is a much easier property to verify than property (P). For instance, for

problems with t¡, t2, x(ty) = x, 0, x(t2) = x20 all fixed, and A = [(i, x) | i, ^ t ^ r2,

¡x — x20| :£ 11 — f2|], with |x10 — x20| < \t¡ — t21, we may require in (pt)

that t'y = ty ,y(ty) = x(ty) = x,0, and then (p2) is certainly satisfied if the point

x20 e£„ has the following property: (q). Given e > 0 there is a 3 > 0 such that

for any point (t,x)eA at a distance :£ <5 from (t2,x20), there is a trajectory

x(0, t — t — t2, joining x to x20 [that is, admissible pair x(0, «(f), t tit ^ i2, with

x(i) = x, x(t2) = x20], with 17[x,u] I < e. This property (q) is a "local property

of controllability in the small" which is easy to verify in most cases.
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We shall now need a local Lipschitz condition of fit, x, u). Precisely we shall

require :

Property (p3). Given N > 0, there is another constant L = 0 such that

|/(i,x, u) — f(t,y, v)\ eL(|x - y\ + \u — v\) for all (t, x, u), (t, y, v) e M with

| x |, | y | S N, | u |, | v | S N. If Í7 depends on t only, or V = V(t), then we require only

\f(t,x,u)-f(t,y,u)\ SL\x- y\

for all (t,x,u), (t,y,u)eM, with

\x\,\y\SN,\u\SN.

We shall finally require a property of continuity for the set V(t, x) as a function

of x. The condition we require is trivially satisfied when V(t, x) depends on t only.

Property (pf). Given N > 0 there is another constant H = 0 such that for

any two points (i,x)e^4, (t,y)eA, — N St S N, |x|, [ ̂  j ^ TV, and for any

m e V(t, x) with | u | S N, there is at least another point v e V(t, y) with I u — v |

SH\x- y\.
(iii) Let A be any closed subset of £, x £„, let V(t,x) be any closed subset of

£m for every (t,x)eA, satisfying condition (V) in A, and let f(t,x,u) = (f0,••-,/„)

be any continuous vector function on M. Assume that properties (p3), (pf) hold.

Then for every element [yit) = (v°, y), pit), vit), tyStS tf] of fi* with vit)

bounded and the graph (i, yit)) lying in the interior of A, there is an admissible

pair [x(0 = (x°,x), u(0, tyStS tf] with | x(0 - KO | Ú e for all ty S t S t2,

in particular | J — 11 = | v°(r2) — x°(i2) | S e. If I7(i,x) depends on i only, then

property (p4) is trivial.

Proof. We prove statement (iii) for the vector function x(0- By a change of

notations, this is the general case. Also, it is not restrictive to assume ty = 0,

t2 = b > 0. Let x0 denote the initial value x0 = y(0). The proof is divided into

the parts (a) and (b).

(a) Let 2d > 0 be the distance of the graph G = [(t, y(t)), 0 S t S b] from the

boundary of A (d = 1 if A is the whole rx-space). Let A0 be the closed ¿-neighbor-

hood of G. Then G and A0 are compact, G lies in the interior of A0, and A0 <= A.

Since v(t) = (u0)(f),j = l,---,v) is bounded, there is a constant N>0 such

that [uO)(0| = N, 0 S t S b,j = l,---,v. Let M0 be the set of all (t,x,u) with

(i,x)e^40, 0 S t S b, ueV(t,x), \u\SN. Obviously M0ezzM, and M0 is a

compact subset of E1+n+m (I, §4, ii). Also M0 is certainly contained in the set of

all (í,x,m) € M with - N0St S N0, | x | S N0 for some constant 7V0.

By hypothesis f(t, x, u) is a continuous function on M0, hence bounded, say

|/(r,x,«)| S Ni, and also there is a constant L ^ 0 such that |/(i,x,w) — f(t,y,u)\

SL\x — y\  for all (t,x,u), (t,y,u)eM0.

We shall denote by My the set of all (t, x, u) with (t, x) e A0,0 S t S b, u e V(t,x),

\u\ SN+l.
Let H be the number relative to property (p4) and N0. Given z > 0 let ô > 0 be
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any number such that ôem+1)b = min [d,e], ÔHeL{H+1)b £ 1.

Let ex = min[d,£,<5] and take cr > 0 so that 3cr = et and EoeLb—^ Ey.

Let i/j = (2i>)_1(7, and let ¿t > 0 be a number such that

|/(f,x,«)-/(i',x',«')|^t?i

for all (t,x,u), (t',x',u')eMy at a distance ^¿t.

Let n2 = (2N)~1cr. Since the v functions wO)(0 are measurable in [0, £>], there

is a closed subset K of [0, b] with meas K> b — n2, such that the v functions

"O>(0, j — 1, •"> v, are continuous on K. Then, K is compact, and the v functions

uu\t), j = l,---,v, are uniformly continuous on K. Then there is some ô2 > 0

such that \uU)(t)-uu\t')\t%ôy for all j = l,---,v, and all t,t'eK with

|f — f'j ;g ¿52. Also, we can take <52 ̂ ôy so small that t, t' e [0, b], I f — t' I ̂  <52,

implies |y(0-y(i')|^^i-

Let us divide 7 = [0,fc] into fc equal consecutive intervals, say Iks, s = l,---,k,

each of length b/k. For each ifa, let [sksJ, j = 1, •••, v] be any subdivision of Iks

into v measurable disjoint subsets Eksj <zz Iks (for instance, subintervals),

such that

(2) measet5J-=      Pj(t)dt,      j=l,—,v.
Jh.

E   meas sksJ = E     |   Pj(t)dt =   \   dt = meas /te.

Then

We take now

(3) tt(f) = uu)(f) for all tesksJ,     j = l,-,v, s = l,-,fc.

Then u(t), ty :g f ^ i2, is a measurable function in / with values u(t)e U(t,y(t)),

ty ^ í rg i2, and I u(f) | ^ A". Let us consider the differential system

(4) dx/dt =f(t,y(t),u(t)),   0i%t^b,

with initial value x(0) = y(0) = x0. Since (0, x0) is an interior point of A0, the solution

x(0 of (4) exists in a right neighborhood of i = 0, say [0,fJ, and (t,x(0) lies in A0.

Let fc2 be the smallest integer such that i?/fc2 i% <52. Hence, for k = k2 and for

any two points  t,t'elks0 = IksCtK, we have  \t — t'\ = b/k = ö2, and

\uU)(t)-u(»(t')\=ôy,     j = l,-,v.

Let Iks0 = Iks n K, Eksjo = Eksj n K, Iks = Iksj — K, Eksj = EksJ — K, K = I — K.

For any triple fc, s,j with meas EksJ0 > 0 we select a point x = xksj e Eksj0. If

meas sksJ0 = 0, we do not select any point, and actually we disregard in the lines

below the corresponding term. Obviously, measK' = n2.

For any interval [0,r] let Kt0,K't be the sets KtO=Kn[0,f)], K't = [0,f] - K.

Note that lik^Pj(¡,)d£, — meas £ksj = 0, and hence
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E E PjiOdí - meas 8ksj0
s     j        '    JlksO

(5) =   El    (      PjiOdet- meas sksJi -       p/É)^ + meas e¿,

^ 0 +   E f    Zp/É)d£ + EE meas e¿SJ- ^ 2 measK'S2n2.
S   Jl'k,  i S     s

Now x(0 and y(0 are absolutely continuous with x(0) = y(0) = x0, and

dy ¡dt = git, yit), pit), vit)) =   E p fit)fit, yit), ua\t)),        OStSb,
j

dx/dt = fit,yit),w(0),       OS t<i,       x(0) = y(0) = x0.

For any i we have «(i) e [/(í, y(0), hence fit, yit), «(i)) is defined, and

XO - x(0 = f ' [/Ki, XÖ, p(0, KO) - /«, y(0, «(¿))K
Jo

(6) = (£ + j  ) [ïj»/OA€.J<0,«t/,(»î))-/«.>(0.«(«))]rfi

=  Mi + p2.

Since |/| S N in M0, we have

| p21  =  | £  [ E p (£)/(£, Xi), «0)(0) -/«. KÖ, «({))] # ]

g £ [ Z p/0|/^,y(0,ua,(í))| + |/(€, *©,««)) |j««

^ 27V meas K't S 2Nn2 = er.

Also, we have

1*1- | jK [ 2 p/ö/(i, KÖ, »°'^)) -/($, KO, «(O)] df |

= ¡E   E   (f    p/0/(5,KO,«ü)(ö)di-f     /«,KÖ,«ü)(0)di)
'S J 1 JlbO •'«fcsj 1

=     2    2   {/(T,y(i),M(%))   [£  p/O^-measa^o]}

4-   E   E   Í   PjiO[m,yiO,u(J\0)-fir,yix)yJ\x))]del

+   E   E    f   [/«,Xa«œ(0)-/(T,KT),«œ(T))K ,
s J JcksjO
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where summations and integrations are extended only over those terms and intervals

concerning [0, r]. In each bracket of the second and third sums of the last member

we have | ¿j - 11 £ i/fc ^ 52 g 5lf hence | y(F) - y(x) | á ¿i, | uU)(Ç)-uU)(x) \ = öy

and each bracket has absolute value ^ r\y. By using this remark and (5) we obtain

\py\   = N 2Z2Z Pj(OdÇ-measEksJo
S    j        '      J/fc,0 '

Fi/iE Í     E p/í^ + 'íiEE  f    dt
S     JlksO       j S     j        JeksjO

= 2Nn2 -Y 2r¡yb = a + a = 2a.

Thus

(7) |x(0 - y(0| S\py\ + \p2\ú2cr + o = 3o- = £y = min[d, e,ô]

and (i,x(0) e A0 for all 0 = t < t. Thus, x(f) is defined in all of [0, b], the graph

(r,x(0) lies in A0, and

x{t) = Xo+  ('f(t,y(i),u(i))dè,     u(t)eU(t,y(t)),
Jo

\x(t)-y(t)\ = min[d,£,<5],       O^i^fo.

By property (p4) there is now for every t at least one point w0(0 sucn that

u0(0 e U(t, x(t)),       I uo(0 - «(f) I á HI x(0 - y(01 £ HÔ.

By the usual Filippov's argument we can select u0(0> 0 :g t ^ b, so as to make

it measurable in [0, b]. Also | uo(01 =~ | "(01 + HÔ=[N + HÔ<N+1.

(b)   If we denote by xo(0 the function x(i) determined above we have

*o(0 = ̂ 0 + J* 7«, y(0, u(Ç))dt,     u(t) e U(t, y(t)),

\x0(t)-y(t)\ Sei = min[d,e,<5],

u0(t)eU(t,x0(t)),       |«o(0-"(0| = HÔ,       O^t^b.

Now/(í,xo(0,Mo(0), 0—^t—b, exists, and by integration we obtain a new

function

*i(0 = *o  +   í'm,x0(0,Uo(0)dí,       0 = t=b.
Jo

By Lipschitz condition we have

Ixy(t) - xo(01 =    Í'[L\x0(O - y(0\ + L\u0(0 - u(0|]d?
Jo

^ Lot -Y LHÔt = L(H + l)Ôt = L(H + T)bb.
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Thus, |xi(í)-X0| Sà + LiH+ l)ôb, hence (i,x1(0)e^o. We have (r,x i(i))6^,

- NqSíSNo, \x0it)\SN0, | xi(í) | ^ 7V0, uQit)eVit,x0it)),\u0it)\SN0,

and hence, by property (p4) there is a point Uyit) such that

u yit) e Vit, x yit)),

| "i(0 - "o(01 S HI Xyit) - xo(01 S LHiH + l)ôt S LHiH + l)ôb,

and hence

| a,(01 S | "o(01 + | "i(0 - "o(01 S N + (57/(1 4- L(/i 4- l)b) < TV + 1.

By Filippov's argument we can select «,(0 so as to make it measurable in [0,b].

By repeating this process we obtain two sequences of functions [xt(i)], [«-.(i)]

such that

X,(i) = X0   +    Ï   /(^X^,(£),«*-l(£))<¿£,
Jo

(8) ^(OeUY^x-XO),

\xkit)-xk_yit)\ S L\H+l)kôtk/k\,

M0-«*-i(0| = HLkiH+l)kôtk/kl,    0StSb,k=l,2,.-,

and hence

\xk(t)-y(t)\Sô[l + L(H+l)b + - + Lk(H+lfbk/k\],

| «t(0| S N + ÔH[l + L(H + l)b + ■ ■ ■ + Ê(H + lfbk/k !].

Thus

| Xkit) -yit)\S beL(H + ' » S min [d, e],

\ukit)\ SN + ÔHeL(H+1)b SN + 1,       OStSb, fe-1,2, —,

and thus all graphs (i,x..(0) lie in A0, uk(t)e V(t,xk(t)), and (t,xk(t), uk(t))eMy.

The process can be repeated indefinitely, and relations (8) show that the sequences

[xt(0], [«t(0] converge uniformly toward functions x(0, u(t), and relations (9)

yield

|x(0-X0|ámin[d,£],        \uit)\SN+l.

Also, relations «,.(0 e Vit, xkit)) yield «t(0 e I/(i, x(0, c) for every c> 0 and k

sufficiently large, hence u{t) e Vit, x(0, c) and x(í)e Qci/(i,x(i),c). By property

(C/) we have «(i) e C/(i,x(i))- Thus/(i, x(0, u(0) is defined, and fit,xkit), ukit))

->/(i,x(i),m(0) uniformly in [0, b]. By (8) we obtain

x(0 = x0 4- £fit,x(0,iKÇ))dt,   0}StSb.
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Also, x(0 is absolutely continuous in [0,b], u(t)e U(t,x(t)), dx/dt =f(t,x(t),u(t)),

and [x(f),«(0] is an element of £2 with |x(0 — y(0| ^ e. Statement (iii) is thereby

proved, in the general case for the vase U depends on both t and x.

(c) If U depends on t only, then we take H = 0 in part (a), and then part (a)

of the previous argument suffices, provided we determine x(0 by solving the

differential equation

dx ¡dt = f(t, x(t), u(t)),       0^t = b,

with x(0) = x0 instead of equation (4). Here u(t)e U(t,y(t)) = U(t), and hence

also u(t) e U(t, x(t)). The argument is the same provided we add the term

r[M,y(0,u(0)-M,x(0,u(0)¥^
Jo

to the second member of (6), and then (7) becomes

|x(0-y(0| = 3o- +  pL|x(0-y(£)|d¿,
Jo

and by Gronwall's lemma

|*(0 - y(*)\ = 3aeLb= 8j = min [d,e,<5] .

Then x(i),u(t),ty = t^t2, is the required pair, and statement (iii) is proved

again for If depending on t only, with no use of property (p4) and no use of the

first part of property (p3). The process so simplified reduces to the one proposed by

R. V. Gamkrelidze [3] for this and other questions (chattering process).

Remark. The approximation of a generalized trajectory y(0 by means of

usual trajectories x(0 by the use of the "chattering" process of the part (a) of the

proof of (iii) may require suitable sets Eksj instead of arbitrary ones when the

components uu\t) of the generalized strategy v(t) ate not bounded and / is not

uniformly Lipschitzian in x. This can be seen by the following simple example

where the trajectories xk(t) obtained by the chattering process on a given sub-

division of / = [0,1] into equal parts does not converge uniformly toward y(t).

Let m = n = 1, A = E2, U = Ey. Thus U is a fixed set (and certainly satisfies

properties (U) and (p4)). Let Ky,K2 be the two subsets of the ixw-space £3 defined

by

Ky = [(t,x,u)\ux = 0,0 1% t ^ 1 /2, and ux ^ 0,1/2 ^ t ^ 1],

K2 = [(t,x,u)\ux<0,\u \ = 1, |«x|è8_1, Ogí^l/4].

Both sets Ky and K2 ate closed, locally compact, and disjoint. Let us define the

scalar function/(i,x,m) in £3. We take /(/,x,u) = u for (t,x,u)eKy, we take

f(t,x,u)= — w4(2_44- f2«4)-1 for (r,x,u)e.K2, and / can be extended by con-

tinuity everywhere in £3. For 0 < e <2~3 and u = — (8e)_1 we have /(0,0,w)
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= — (8e) ~ \ /(O, e, u) = — (4e)~4, and obviously fis not uniformly Lipschitzian

in x. Now take v=2, and

«(1)(0 = 2_1(i - /2)~1/2(1 - 20,u(2)(0 = - «(1)(0.      0 < t < 1.

Then, (i,x,u(1)(0)e-Ki for x ^ 0, and (t,x,ui2\t))eKy for x g 0, hence

f(t, x, u(1)(0) = «(1)(0       for 0 < t < 1, x = 0,

/(i,x,«(2)(0) = «(2)(0       for 0 < t < 1, x = 0.

By integration we see that

x(1)(0 = (f - f2)1/2,       x(2)(0 = - (i - i2)1/2 ,      0 = t = l,

ate usual trajectories joining (0,0) and (1,0). For the corresponding generalized

trajectory with py(t) = p2(t) = 1/2, we have v(t) = (w(1)(0>«(2)(0), and

g(t, y(t), P(t), v(t)) = 0,       y(0 = 0,       0 = t = l.

For any a, 0 < a < 2 ~4, and a g t — 2a, u(1)(0 is positive and decreasing, hence

u^Xa) = M(1)(f) = «(1)(2a),

and since 0 < a < 2~4, we have

«(1)(a) = 2-1(a-a2)-1/2(l-2a)a2-1fl-1/2(l-û)'1/2<2-1a-1/2(2) = a-1/2,

u(1)(2a) = 2"1(2a - 4a2)"1/2 (l-4a) > 2_1(2a)-1/2(2)-1/2 = 2-2a"1/2 > 1.

Let us take u(t) = u(2)(i) for 0 < t < a, and u(t) = u(1)(f) for a < t <2a, and thus

the intervals (0,a), (a,2a) ate two sets £ksJ. If x(f) is the corresponding trajectory

with x(0) = 0, then x(i) = x(2)(0 for 0 = t ^ a. Let x0(/) denote the function

x0(0 = x(a) - (17a)"1 + (17*)"1,       a = t = 2a.

We have

x(a) = x0(t) ^ x(a) - (34a)" *,       a^t^2a,

with

- x0(a) = (a- a2)1'2 = a1/2(l - a)1'2 > 2"1/2a1/2,

or

- x0(0 ^ - x0(a) = 2"1/2a1/2,

and

u(1)(0 = 1, (-^o(0)(«(1)(0) = (2"1/2fl1/2)(2"2a-1/2) > 2"3.
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Thus the graph (r,xo(0,«(1)(0) lies in K2. Also, for a S t S 2a, and u = u(1\t),

we have

«4(2~4 + i2«4)"1  = (<2 + (2t/)-4)-1 = [t2 + (2«(1)(2a))-4]-1

= (r2 + 16a2)-1 ^17_1r2,

and hence

x« = xia) - fVwí^+íVWr1*«
Ja

S x(a) -   f ' CliylC2det = xia) - illa)'1 + illt)'1 = x0(0,

a S t S 2a.

Thus (i, x(0, t»(1)(0) e K2 for t = a, as well as for ail a S t S 2a. Now

xC2a) S xia) - (34)"1a"1 S - 2~1/2a1/2 - (34)_1<f \

and x(2a)-* — oo asa-^0-|-. This proves that the simple chattering process

with arbitrary subsets e..SJ- does not always assure that x(0 -> XO uniformly, when

v is unbounded and / is not uniformly Lipschitzian in x.

(iv) Let A be any closed subset of Ey xE„, let Í7(í,x) be any closed subset

of £„, for every it,x)eA, satisfying condition (U) in A, and let fit,x,u) be any

continuous vector function on M. Assume that properties ipf), (p2), (p3), (p4)

hold. Then property (P) holds. If t7(i,x) depends on t only, then property (p4)

is trivial and property ipf) is the usual Lipschitz condition in x.

Proof. This statement is an immediate consequence of properties (pi), ipf)

and (iii).

In the proof of Theorem VI we shall consider the subclass fi0 of all admissible

pairs [x(0,«(0] already in fi (that is, satisfying the boundary conditions) and

for which

r|í7xí/ííí|'WígNi,       i=l,-,n,

for certain constants N¡. We shall also denote by fi* the analogous subclass of

generalized elements [yit), pit), vit)] already in fi*. We have fi0 <= fi *• Hence,

if i0 denotes the infimum of 7[x, «] in fi0 and 70 the one of J[y, p, u] in fi*,

we have i0 ^ j0. By property (P0) we shall mean the equality i0 = j0.

Analogously we shall denote by property (p10) the property analogous to (p.)

where in addition we require

¡ 2 Idx'/dt^dt -  Í 2\dylldt\pdt
Jti Jt'i

Se,     i = l,-
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Also, if we introduce the class iiso of all admissible pairs [x(0, u(t)] already in

Qä and for which

f 2 |dx7dt|pdi^Ai; + <5,       i=l,-,n,
Jti

then a number i'0 can be defined by

i'0 = lim Inf I[x, u].
ä-0  nó0

Obviously, i'o ̂  i'ó • We shall denote by property (p20) the equality i0 = ¿Ó •

Then the statements (iii)* and (iv)* below are the analogues of statements (iii)

and (iv).

(iii)* Under the hypotheses of (¡ii) with £!*, Q replaced by Í2*,n0, we can

choose [x(0 = (x°, x), «(f), t y ̂  t — t2] in such a way that, in addition, we have also

f 2\\dxi/dt\p-\dyi/dt\p\dtz%£,       i = l,-,n.

(iv)* Under the hypotheses of (iv) with Q.*, Q replaced by fi*,^o> and with

(py) and (p2) replaced by (p10) and (p20), then property (P0) holds.

The proofs are modifications of the ones for statements (iii) and (iv).

16. Existence theorems for weak solutions.

Existence Theorem V (for weak solution). Let A be a compact subset of the

tx-spaceEy xE„, let U(t,x) be a closed subset of the U-spaceEmforevery(t,x)eA,

and let f(t,x,u) = (/>,/) = (/o,/i, •",/„) be a continuous vector function on the

set M of all (t,x,u) with (t,x)eA, u e U(t,x). Let us assume that there is some

continuous scalar function <&(()> 0:g£< 4-oo, with Q>(OIC-> + °° as £->4- oo, such

that f0(t,x,u) = <5(| u |) for all (t,x,u)eM and that there are constants C, D 2: 0

such that \f(t,x,u)\ ^ C 4- D|u| for all (t,x,u)eM. Let us assume that U(t,x)

satisfies property (U) in A, that R(t,x) satisfies property (Q) in A, and that

property (P) holds. Let £1 be the class of all admissible pairsx(i),u(t),ty i^t =t2,

satisfying given boundary conditions (ty,x(ty), t2,x(t2))eB, where B is a closed

subset of the tyXyt2x2-space E2n+2. Let us assume that Q. is not empty. Then the

infimum i of I[x,u] in Q. is attained by a weak solution [that is, i is attained by

J[x, p, v] in the class fi*].

When A is not compact, but closed, then the theorem still holds under the

additional hypotheses stated at the end of Existence Theorem I.

Proof. The proof proceeds exactly as the one of Theorem I of §7. First we

prove that the infimum i of /[x, u] in Q is finite, then we take a sequence of pairs

xk(t),uk(t), tlk = t-t2k, fc=l,2,•••, of the class Í2 such that

ii%I[xk,uk] ^i + k~l áf + 1,       fc=l,2,-.,
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and we introduce the auxiliary variable x°(i) with x°(iu) = 0,dxk/dt =f0it,xkit),uk)

a.e. in [tlk, t2k], so that I[xk,uk] = xkit2k)-* i. Then, we show as in the proof

of Theorem I that there exists a subsequence, say still [x°(i),xÄ(t)] which con-

verges in the mode indicated there toward [Yit) + Z(í),x(í),íi S t S tf], T(i),x(i)

absolutely continuous and Zit) singular in [ii,i2], with Yit 2) Si, Yitf) = 0.

We shall now interpret the elements x°(i),xt(0, «»XO with [**(0> Mt(0] in the

class fi, as corresponding to systems pkit) = ipjk,j = l,---,v), xt(0, v*(0 =

iuiJ\t),j = l.-.v) of the class fi* with Pjkit) = 1/v, «<J)(0 = «,(0,7 = l,-,v,

for every k. Thus, if g = ig0, g), x = (x°, x), then

dxkldt = git,xkit),pkit),vkit)),   a.e. in [tlk,t2k],

pkit) e T,       vkit) e Vit, xkit)),       it, xt(0) e A.

We shall now apply Closure Theorem II to the differential system dx/dt = g

and relative constraints. Since the set R~it,x) is convex for every (i,x) by force

of (ii) of §15 and satisfies condition (ß) in A by hypothesis, we conclude that

there exists a pair of measurable functions p(0, f(0» ii S t S t2, such that

dY/dt = go(i>*(0>/X0,i>(0),

dx/dt  = <r(í,x(t),p(í),t;(0),     a.e. in [ii,i2],

pit) e Y, v(t) e Vit, x(í)),       (i, x(í)) c A.

Henee,

J[x, p,v]=    |   goit, x(0, pit), vit))dt = T(í2) S i.
Jti

On the other hand, J[x, p, v] ^ j and j = i by property (P). Hence, J = i and

Theorem V is thereby proved.

Existence Theorem VI (for weak solutions). Let A be a compact subset of

the tx-space Ey X E„, and for every it,x)eA let Í7(í,x) be a closed subset of the

u-space Em. Let f(t,x,u) = ifo>fi,--ú,fn) be a continuous vector function in the

set M of all (í,x,m) with {t,x)eA,ue V{t,x). Let us assume that the set Vit,x)

satisfies property (17) in A, and that the set Rit,x) satisfies property (ß) in A.

Let us assume that /0(i,x,u) ^ — G, for some constant G = 0 and all it,x,u) e M.

Let fi0 be the class of all admissible pairs [x(0 = ix°,x), uit)] of Q. satisfying

given boundary conditions ity,xitf),t2,xitf))eB, where B is a closed subset

of the tyXyt2x2-space E2n+2, and satisfying the inequalities

(1) f ^dx'jdtl'dt^N,,       i = l,2,-,n,
Ja

for some constants N¡ — 0,p>l. Let fi* be the analogous subclass of all

the generalized elements [yit) = (y°, y), pit), vit)] of fi* satisfying the same
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boundary conditions and inequalities. Assume that fi0 IS not empty and property

(P0) holds. Then the infimum i of I[x,u] in £l0 is attained by a weak solution

[that is, i is attained by J[y, p,v] in SI*]-

When A is not compact, but A is closed, then Theorem VI still holds under

the additional hypotheses stated at the end of Theorem II.

As for Theorem II, every inequality (1), which is a consequence of a relation

of the form 11% N, can be disregarded.

Remark. For free problems, that is, m = n, U = E„,f= u, property (p4) is

trivial and of property (p3) we need only verify the second part for the scalar

function /„. If in addition A = Ey x E„, then property (pj) is trivial. Statements

V and VI (and corresponding additional hypotheses for the case A not compact

but closed) yield analogous statements for free problems.

For Pontryagin's problems, that is, U(t,x) compact for every (t,x)eA and an

upper semicontinuous function of (i,x) in A, then R(t,x) is certainly compact

for every (i, x)e^4 and an upper semicontinuous function of (t,x) in A, and

hence satisfies property (6). Growth conditions on f0 and / also are trivially

satisfied. Statements V and VI (and corresponding hypotheses for the case A

not compact but bounded) yield analogous statements for Pontryagin's problems.
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